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Contributions of the Low-Latitude Boundary Layer
to the Finite Width Magnetotail ConvectionModel
HARLAN

E. SPENCE

Space and Environment Technology Center, The Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles, California

MARGARET

G. KIVELSON

Departraent of Earth and Space Sciences and Institute of Geophysicsand Space Physics, University of California, Los Angeles

Convection of plasma within the terrestrial nightside plasma sheet contributes to the structure
and, possibly,the dynamical evolution of the magnetotail. In order to characterize the steady state
convection process,we have extended the firrite tail width model of magnetotail plasma sheet convection. The model assumesuniform plasma sourcesand accounts for both the duskward gradi-

ent/curvaturedrift and the earthwardE x B drift of ionsin a two-dimensional
magneticgeometry.
During periodsof slowconvection(i.e., whenthe cross-tailelectricpotentialenergyis smallrelative to the sourceplasma'sthermalenergy),thereis a significantnet duskwarddisplacement
of the
pressure-bearingions. The electronsare assumedto be cold, and we argue that this assumption
is appropriatefor plasmasheetparameters.We generalizesolutionspreviouslyobtainedalongthe
midnight meridian to describe the variation of the plasma pressure and number density across
the width of the tail. For a uniform deep-tail source of particles, the plasma pressure and number density are unrealistically low along the near-tail dawn fiarrk. We therefore add a secondary

sourceof plasmaorlginatingfrom the dawnside
low-latitudeboundarylayer (LLBL). The dual
plasma sourcescontribute to the plasma pressure and number density throughout the magnetic
equatorial plane. Model results indicate that the LLBL may be a significant source of near-tail
central plasma sheet plasma during periods of weak convection. The model predicts a cross-tail

pressure
gradient
fromdawnto duskin thenearmagnetotail.
Wesuggest
that theplaSma
pressure gradient is balanced in part by an oppositely directed magnetic pressuregradient for which
there is observational evidence. Finally, the pressure to number density ratio is used to define
the plasma "temperature." We stress that such quantities as temperature and polytropic index
must be interpreted with care as they lose their nominal physical significancein regions where the
two-source plasmas intermix appreciably and the distributions become non-Maxwellian.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been renewed interest in describ-

ing the large-scaleflow of mass, momentum, and energy
within the terrestrial magnetotail. The description of par-

et al., 1992; Kan et al., 1992] and statisticaldata surveys
[Baumjohannand Paschmann,1989; Huang et al., 1989;
Zhu, 1990]. In this paper, we report on new resultsobtained from the finite tail width convection model discussed

previouslyby Kivelsonand Spence[1988]and Spenceand
ticle transport in the tail is fundamental; it is crucial to
Kivelson[1990](hereinafterreferredto as KS88 and SK90,
our understandingof the convectivestability of the magnerespectively).
totail as well as to its structure, both in space and time.

The

finite

tail

width

convection

model

is an extension

Althoughit is becomingincreasinglyclear that bursty flows
of the original analysisof Erickson[1985]. The underlyare presentevenduring relativelyquiet times [Baumjohann
ing premiseof the model is that as hot particles convect

and Paschmann,]989; Angelopoulos
et al., 1992,1993],the

steady state convectionproblem remains relevant both to
characterizethe time-averagedplasma sheet and to provide
a standard againstwhich the contributionof dynamic flows
can be compared.
The magnetotailconvectionproblemhasbeen approached
using a variety of techniques. Studies of the convective
motion of magnetotail plasma sheet plasma have included

earthward under the influence of E x B motion, they also

gradient and curvaturedrift acrossthe tail in time stationary fields. If an electric potential is applied acrossthe tail, a
flux tube loaded with plasmain the deepmagnetotaildrifts
earthward with an energy-independent
convectivevelocity.
However,energy-dependent
gradient/curvaturedrifts cause
the plasma on the initial flux tube to "smear" and the flux
tube losesits integrity. The effect is unimportant in a tail
globalMHD simulations[Walkerand Ogino,1989],theoretiof very large width but becomesmanifestin a tail of finite
calmodels[KivelsonandSpence,
1988;Hau et al., 1989;Kan
and Baurnjohann, 1990; Pontius and Wolf, 1990; Pritchett
and Coroniti, 1990; Spence and Kivelson, 1990; Erickson et
al., 1991; Goertz and Baumjohann, 1991; Ashour-Abdalla

width when the cross-tail distance is comparable to the distance of plasma displacementalong the tail axis. In this
limit, the bulk properties of the convectedplasma are significantly different from those obtained by invoking simple
adiabatic compressionof a relatively cold plasma popula-

Paper number 93JA01531.

tion. In particular,the pressure[KS88]and numberdensity
[SK90]alongthe midnightmeridiancanbe loweredsubstantially relativeto valuesobtainedusingPV v = const. and

0148-0227/93/93JA-01531$05.00

n V = const.

Copyright 1993 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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The goals of this paper are to addresstwo limitations of
the previously reported finite tail width convection model
and to model more fully the characteristics of the inner
plasma sheet. Previous accountsof the finite tail width mod-

els describedbulk plasma parametervariationsonly along
the midnight meridian. Herein we solvefor the number density and pressurein the magnetosphericequatorial plane
acrossthe full width of the tail. Our preliminary resultsconsidered only a deep-tail sourceof plasma sheet plasma. In

MaxwellJan, characterized by a temperature TT, and a number density nT. We assumethat the plasma in the dawnside

LLBL (identifiedby subscript"L") is uniformwith downtail distance and is characterized by number density nL,
and MaxwellJan temperature TL. In our model, the dawnside LLBL plasma sourceextends from -60 < x < -lORE
and lies at the nonflaring tail boundary at y -- -18RE.
We do not concern ourselves with

the LLBL

at the dusk

boundary of our model as it does not contribute ions to

drift
thispaper,weaddthelow-latitude
boundary
layer(LLBL) the centralmagnetotailthroughthe gradient/curvature
as an additional plasma source. We present results from
the revised model and show that the LLBL plasma source
is important in parts of the near tail under certain condi-

tions. We alsopresentseveralpredictionspertaining to the
large-scalestructure of the inner plasma sheet that may be

•nechanism.

Earthward E x B convection of the plasma is driven by a

uniformmagnetotailelectricfield, E, pointingfrom dawn to
dusk acrossa nonflaringtail of width 2R, where R = 18RE.
The assumption of a uniform cross-tail electric field is a

testablethroughobservation.Finally, wejustify and/or as-

first-order, simplifying approximation; fully self-consistent

sessthe impact of severalsimplifying model assumptions.

electricfields(i.e., thoseincludingx-directedcomponents)
may modify theseresultssubstantiallyin certain regionsand

2.

In this section

MODEL

DESCI{IPTION

we describe

the finite

these implications are discussedin a later section. We astail

width

model

briefly and identify the pertinent assumptions.We shall use

geocentric
solarmagnetospheric
(GSM) coordinates
and, for
simplicity,considera two-dimensionalmagnetotailconfiguration consistent with a zero dipole tilt condition and low

levelsof geomagneticactivity. We assumethat at somelarge
down-tail distancethe magnetotailfield and plasma properties approachan asymptoticlimit [seeBirn, 1987]. We
take this distance to be x = -60RE and assume as one
model boundary condition that tail plasma is distributed

uniformlywith cross-tail(y) location. Figure 1 illustrates
schematicallythe modelgeometry. Data surveyshaveshown
that ions carry the bulk of the energy density in the mag-

netotailplasmasheet[Spenceet al., 1989;Baumjohannand
Paschmann,1989]and that protonsare normallythe dominant ion species. As we are interested in determining the
bulk thermal properties of the plasma sheet plasma, we consider the electrons to be cold and the ions to be protons. In
the concludingremarks, we show that neglect of electron

pressureis a goodapproximation.The tail source(identified by subscript"T") protondistributionis assumed
to be

sume a two-dimensionalmagnetic field configuration,uniform acrossthe tail, and usethe magneticfield givenby the

midnight
meridian
cutthrough
theKp = O,0+ Tsyganenko
[1987](hereinafterreferredto as T87) model(seehis Figure 2). We assumethat pitch anglescatteringmaintains
isotropic distributions and that loss of particles along flux
tubes is negligible. The latter assumptionis justified, for

instance,by the work of Southwood
and Wol• [1978],who
argued that convectivetime scalesare much shorter than
the strong pitch angle diffusiontime scale.
Liouville's theorem specifiesthe mapping of the phase

spacedistributionfunctionfrom the source(LLBL and tail)
to other locations. Bounce-averageddrift theory is used to
describethe magneticequatorialtrajectory of bounceorbits.
Shellsof phasespacewith different energiesare followedindependently for the two sourcepopulations. Protons from a
portion of phasespacewith thermal speedvi, drifting slowly
on a flux tube with a volumeper unit magneticflux, •, must
satisfy

vf2
=vi2
(V•)
•/3
18

x = .60

x = -10

Fig. 1. Schematicillustrating the magnetotailgeometryand the dual sourcesof plasmausedin the
finite tail width

convection

model.

(1)
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Herev/ is thethermalspeedat thefinalposition
whereV/
is the correspondingflux tube volume. The volume per unit
magnetic flux is given by

vs-

V=/ds

r,r=

where ds is the differentialelementalongthe magneticfield
and where the integration is taken from the northern to the
southernionosphere.Conservationof energy requiresthat
1

1

2

-qEy/
+ •mv/2
= -qEyi
+ •mvi

(3)

(8)

qE(R+y/)
kTT

(9)

The numberdensity(pressure)isnormalizedby noo(Poo)
which is the value obtained by assumingstrictly lossless,

time-independent,
adiabaticconvection;
i.e., nooo• V -1

(Pco• V-5/3). They dependence
ofthesolutions
enters
explicitly in the parameter fT. As before, the x dependence
enters through the flux tube volume.

wherey/ (yi)is thefinal(initial)cross-tail
location.

In a manneranalogous
to that for the tail plasma,(1) may

Pressure and number density are obtained from velocity moments of the local particle distribution function; the
finite width of the tail imposes finite limits on the velocity integrals. Particles that can reach an arbitrary location

be used to relate the minimum velocity in the LLBL source

distributionto VL;/,min,the minimumvelocityat somefinallocation.At position(z/, y/), thenumberdensitycontributed by the LLBL plasma sourceis given by

(x/, y/) earthward
of thetail source
withthehighest
thermal speed start at the dawnside, deep-tail boundary, so we

n(z/,
y/)=4•r
•vøø

set Yi = -R. We evaluate(3) to find that at the deep-tail
source,these particles have a thermal energy,

1

2

qE(R+y/)

• mvT'max
: (]/•/Vj,)2/3
_1

(4)

where 1• is the flux tube volume at the tail boundary at xi =

-60.

L;j',min

or

e

nL

e-

+ erfc()

where

Owing to their relatively large gradient/curvature

=

drift, tail sourceparticleswith iaitia] thermal speedsgreater

than VT,ma
x aresweptduskward,
antisunward
of the target
location.

Whereas the deep-tail particle accessis limited by an upper velocity bound, the LLBL particle accessis limited by a
lower velocity bound. Dawnside LLBL particles with sufficiently high energyhave ready accessto the near-tail central
plasmasheet at any y location becausetheir cross-tailgradi-

ent/curvaturedrift is rapid relativeto sunwardE x B drift.
Conversely,the motion of LLBL source particles with very
low energyis dominatedby earthward E x B drift, and they
may not drift from dawn-to-duskrapidly enough to access
locations

far from

the dawnside

tail flank.

It follows then

that at position(x/, y/) in theinnercentralplasmasheet,
particles from the LLBL sourcehave the minimum energy

if the.
y convect
from the mostdistantdown-tailLLBL at
xi:

-60, Yi:

-18.

At this source location, their initial

=

qE(R+y/)

anderfc(t)is the complementary
errorfunction[cftc(t)=
1-err(t)/. The secondvelocitymomentof the phasespace
distributionfunction gives

v4f[v(:r/,Y/)ldv
(14)
P(xl,y/)
=4•'m
3 fvC½
L;f,min
or

P(z/,y/) = erL

2t•e_½•;
2 + 2 2)+

]

In summary,(6) and (7), and (11) and (15) describethe
number density and pressure, at an arbitrary location in the

thermalspeedVL,mi
n mustsatisfy(3), fromwhichit follows equatorial plane, contributed by the tail and LLBL plasma
that
1

2

sources,respectively.

qE(R+y/)

Before presentingresults of this formulation, it is impor-

• mvL'min
: (q/V/)2/3
_1
The pressure and number density contributed by the tail
plasma source follow directly from the midnight meridian
solutionsdiscussedin KS88 and SK90, with the replacement,

tant to point out that the effects of corotarion have been
neglected. The corotarion drift acts in the direction opposite to the ion gradient-B drift and may become important

near the very inner edgeof our model(-15 < z < -10).
By mapping the corotarion potential at the Earth's surface

R -• R + y/. Onlythe uppervelocitylimit on the integrals along assumedequipotentialT87 magnetic field lines to the

over phasespacechangesas a function of cross-tailposition;
the form of the integral remains unchanged. Therefore the
generalizednumber density and pressureratios contributed
by the tail source may be expressedas before

•(•'Y•) =•rf(•a.
-•
P(x/,
y/)
- •--•e
2•T-•T2
Poo(z/,
y/) =erf(•T)
where erf is the error function, and

magnetosphericequator we find that the corotarion speed at

midnightin the near-tailis < 5 km/s. The gradient-Bdrift is
energy-dependent.Between z =-10 and-15, the gradient-

B drift of 300-eV protonsis approximately5 km/s. Thus
corotarion dominates the motion of protons with energies
less than or equal to approximately 300 eV within the near-

e•

tail regionnear midnight. (We find that away from midnight [[y[ > 5 RE], the corotarionvelocityy componentde-

(7)

creasesowing to the geometry of the full, three-dimensional
magnetic field. This lowers the energy at which corotarion

dominates.) On the other hand, tt,e important pressure-
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bearing particlesfrom the tail sourcethat are "lost" owing
to the gradient-B effect have energiesgreater than approximately 2.5 keV. At these higher energies, the gradient-B
drift speedsare approximately 10 times greater than the
cotoration speed. Consequently, cotoration is important in
our model only for those tail particles that have ready access

to the innermagnetotail(i.e., thosefor whichgradient-Beffects are minimal), and we may ignore,to first-order,the

2c). Figure2d showscontoursof the percentage
eachsource
contributes to the net pressure and density. The net effec-

tive "temperature"from both sources(Figure 2c format)
is shown later.

In each case, contours of the equatorial

bulk plasmamomentare plotted on an x-y grid (z = 0)
whoseboundariesdefineapproximatelythe geomagnetictail
region. All calculations assumethat the uniform, far-tail

plasma
isa MaxwellJan
withnumber
density
nT -- 0.1cm-3

complications associatedwith adding self-consistentlythe
and temperature kTT = 2.5 keV, consistentwith observacotoration field. Similar cotoration effect argumentsapply tions [seeKS88 and SK90];that the uniformLLBL plasma
also to the LLBL sourceparticles. Those pressure-bearing is a Maxwelljan
withnumberdensitynL -- 0.5cm-3 and
LLBL particles that have accessto the inner magnetotail temperature kTL = 0.7 keV, consistent with the typical
near midnight(i.e., with energiesexceedingthe minimum dawnside plasma measurements reported by Eastman et al.

cutoff energyof approximately2.5 keV) are likewiselittle
affected by cotoration electric fields.
3.

SOLUTIONS FROM THE TWO PLASMA-SOURCE MODEL

We present solutions of the bulk plasma moments in a
common format. Figure 2 plots the plasma pressure and
number density in the equatorial plane and illustrates con-

tributionsfrom the tail sourceonly (Figure2a), the LLBL
sourceonly (Figure 2b), and the combinedsources(Figure
(a)

[1985];andthat the cross-tailelectricpotentialis 15kV, appropriateto magneticallyquiet conditions[Kivelson,1976].
3.1.

Plasma

TA L source

i

Pressure

We consider first the modeled plasma pressureshown in

Figure 2. Panel a illustrates clearly the effect that gradient/curvaturedrift has on the pressure-bearing
particlesin
the near-tail region. In the absenceof gradient/curvature
drift, pressure contours from the tail plasma source would

(b) Pressure
(nDynes/cm
2)

Pressure (nDynes/cm2)
i

Sheet Plasma

i

'

'

LLBL source

10

lO

-10

-lO

-20

-2o
-60

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

I

-60

•-50

-40

x

(c)

-30

i

-20

-10

x

Pressure
(nDynes/cm
•)

(d) VoPressure
(Tail/Total)

2O

10

TA
L+LLBL
source['•
'
ß

10

? 0
-10

•o

-2O

-10
-20

-60

-50

-40

-30

X

-20

- 10

-60

-50

-40

-30

-20

-lO

X

Fig. 2. Contours
of the plasmapressure
areshownin themagnetospheric
equatorial
plane(a) for the
deep-tail
source
only,(b) for the LLBLsource
only,and(c) forthecombined
sources.
(d) Contours
of
the percentage
of plasmapressure
(10%increments)
contributedby the deep-tailsource.The pertinent

model
parameters
used
inthecalculations
arenT - 0.1cm-3 kVT - 2.5keV,nL 0.5cm-3 kVL - 0.7
keV, qER = 7.5 keV.
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Figure 2c combines the partial pressure contributions
be parMid to the y axis and the pressuregradient would
point earthward. Such a situation pertains at large down- from the two sources.The relative importance of the deeptail distances(• < -35RE), wherethe gradient/curvature tail source to the total pressureis illustrated in Figure
drift affectspreferentiallythe high-energytail of the pro- 2d; the 50% demarcation location is plotted with a dotton distribution function that contributeslittle to the pres- ted carve. At large down-tail distances(• < -40RE),
sure. On the other hand, in regionswherewestwardgradi- where the tail is the dominant plasma source, a nearly unient/curvaturedrift of the pressure-carrying
particlesis large form but shallow pressure gradient, positive sunward, is
relative to their sunwardE x B drift, the pressuregradient present. The LLBL contribution dominates at intermediate
points predominantly dawn-to-dusk acrossthe tail. Such

distances
(-40 < ß < -25) nearthe dawntail flank,andin

a situationpertainsin the near-tailregion(• > -20RE),

the postmidnight half of the near magnetotail plasma sheet

where the westwarddrifting protonsdominate the plasma
pressure. The magnitudeof the cross-tailpressuregradient increasesearthwardowingto the increasinginfluenceof
the y-directedgradient/curvaturedrift for particlesof lower
energies.
The unrealisticallylarge cross-tailpressuregradientnear
the inner edgeof the tail in Figure 2a underscoresthe limitations of a model in which the only sourceof plasma is the
deep tail. Comparing Figures 2a and 2b, we note that at

(•c > --25RE) whereit contributes> 50% of the plasma
pressure.

The addition of the LLBL plasma sourcevirtually eliminates the differencebetweenthe lobe magneticpressureand
the plasma sheet thermal pressurenear the inner edge of
the plasma sheet along the midnight meridian, that was

an unsatisfactory
featureof our previousanalysis(KS88).
The dotted curve of Figure 3 showsthe down-tail variation
of the pressurealong the midnight meridian when only a

largedown-taildistances(• < -30R•s), the LLBL plasma deep-tailplasmasourceis included(rT = 3) as in KS88;
source contributes little to the equatorial plasma pressure the adiabaticpressureprofile(dashed-dotted
curveproporacrossthe tail. At these distances, the sunward E x B drift
tional to V) is alsoshownfor reference.The dashed
is dominantfor the pressure-carrying
LLBL particlesand the
pressurepeakscloseto the dawnsideLLBL. For • > --30RE,
the duskwardgradient/curvaturedrift is comparableto the
sunward E x B drift, shifting the pressurepeak away from
the dawn boundaryand producinga sunwardpressuregradient. The LLBL plasma sourceis seento be important only
in the near-magnetotail. In particular, the dawnsideLLBL
proton source contributes to the total CPS plasma pressure
for ß > -20 and y < 0 R E.

100

curve showsthe correspondingobservedtail lobe magnetic

pressure
variationwith down-taildistance(after KS88). The
observedequatorialplasmapressurecurveidentifiedin Figure 3 was obtained by fitting a four-parameter function to
the averagequiet time observationsdiscussedby Spenceet

al. [1989,Figure8]. The empiricalplasmasheetpressures
were then scaled upward by a constant amount in order to
match the lobe magnetic pressurecurve at • = -30RE.

(The unscaledplasmapressurecurveis given by P(z) =

Lobepressure (B • L-as)
.......... Tail source only {Kivelson and Spence, 19881
Tail

and

LLBL

sources

Adiabaticpressure(P • V-•/a)

10

Empirical

fit to plasma pressure

(Scaled to match lobe pressure at X = -30)

-60

{

I

I

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

x
Fig. 3. Profilesof theoreticalpressurealongthe midnightmeridianwith and without the LLBL plasma
source. The observedlobe magnetic and plasma sheet plasma pressurecurves, as well as the pressure
obtained by assumingtwo-dimensionaladiabatic compression,are shownfor comparison.
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8.9x 10-7e
-ø'591xl
+ 8.9x 10-s[x[
-1'53,where
x isthedis-

V(P+
8•) -•-•(B.V)B

tance along the Earth-Sun direction in RE and the fitted

pressure
is in dynes/cm
:•. The coefficients
wereobtained
from weighted(accordingto the numberof data pointsin
eachx bin), nonlinearleastsquaresfit [Bevington,
1969]to
the data; the equationis applicablebetweenx = --3.5RE
to •0 --30RE in the midnightmeridian.) One notesthat

if theplasmapressure
is isotropic.The •t component
of (16)
is

both the quiettime lobe magnetic and plasmasheetplasma The tail approximation
[e.g.,Schindlerand Birn, 1986]alpressureincreaseearthward without a changeof inflection lows us to take
0
0
whereaswith solely a deep-tail plasma source,the modeled
plasma pressureprofile followsthe observedpressuresfrom
=o(,)
-60 < x < -25, changesinflection, and falls substantially
Then (18) reducesto the simplepressurebalanceequation
below the observedpressuresfor x > -25. With the addition of a LLBL plasmasource,for the sameVT, we find that
the net plasmapressurecurvemore closelyapproximatesthe
empiricallydeterminedpressurecurves.The remainingdifEquation (19) requiresthat the dawn-to-duskpl•ma
ferences
in curvatureareprobablynot significantconsidering pressuregradient, should be bMancedby an equal magniour very simplifiedmodel. As the lobe magneticand mod- tude but oppositelydirected magnetic pressuregradient in
eled plasma sheet plasma pressuresshouldbe nearly equal the tail plasma sheet. Standard empirical magnetospheric
in the tail, the LLBL plasma sourcemust be important for magneticfieldmodels(includingthe T87 modelusedin this
accuratedescriptionsof the inner magnetotailplasmastruc- study) do not provideinsightinto gradientsof this sort as
ture during periods of slow convection.
they •snme symmetry about the noon-midnightmeridian.
Perhapsthe most interestingfeaturein Figure 2c is that However,the workof Fairfield[1986]indicatesthat a dawna large cross-tailpressuregradient in the near-tail region to-dusk gradient exists. Fairfield analyzed magnetic field
persistsat a reducedlevel even when both plasma sources data from the IMP 6, 7, and 8 spacecraftwhen they were in
are considered. The averagecross-tailpressuregradient the near-tailregion(-40 < x < -10RE) within •3R E of

o=o(•) Bu,
B,,0•'0u

0(p+•)=0

withintherange-20 < a:< --10RE(• 0.2ndynes/cm
2-

the estimated

location

of the neutrM

sheet.

(19)

He binned the

RE) is comparable
to the average
sunwardgradient(• 0.4 data accordingto the AE index, down-tail and cross-tail

ndynes/cma-Rls).
Thecross-tail
pressure
gradient
issteeper location, and interplanetary magneticfield sectorpolarity.
in the dusk half of the plasma sheet than in the dawn hMf

and is stronglyz-dependent. The averagemagnitudede-

creases
to •0.02 ndynes/cma-RE
withintherange-40 <
•c< -30RE and is essentiallyzero for -60 < a:< -50 RE.
Possibleevidencefor a cross-tail pressuregradient has
been discussedin the published literature. Liu and Ros-

During magneticallyquiet intervals(AE < 50 nT) in the
near-tail(-20 < x < --10RE), Fairfieldfoundthat the average magnetic field magnitude w• 17.4 nT in the dawn
sector and only 7.5 nT in the dusk sector. Nearly 90• of
the field magnitudes exceeded10 nT in the dawn sector,
while more than 80•

were less than 10 nT in the dusk sec-

toker [1991]reportedon a surveyof plasmameasurements tor. Thus the averagemagneticpressurein the dawn sector
from ISEE 1 that revealedthe presenceof a dawn/dusk was• 5.4 timesthat in the dusksector.(Near midnight,the
asymmetry in the central plasma sheet pressure. Prelimaveragemagnitude was comparable with that found in the
inary results indicate that the plasma pressure increases dawn sector; however, the distribution was quite broad rel-

toward dusk within the regionsampled(-18 < a:- 10,
-20 < •t < 10), during both quiet and moderatelydis-

ative to those in both the dawn and dusk sectors. Fairfield

noted that the broad rangeof valuesnear midnightmay be

turbed periods. Furthermore, the cross-tail gradient in- attributed both to the relative thinnessof the plasma sheet
creasesearthward. They report that the averagecross-tail and to the relativelylarge radiM variation of B.) It is impressuregradient magnitude,calculatedfor -18 < a:< -13
portant to note that this cross-t•l, equatorial magneticfield
forquietconditions,
is•0.15 ndynes/cma-RE,
qualitativelymagnitude gradient w• not discerniblein data obtainedeiconsistent with our model. Recent data surveys by Anther at larger down-tail distancesor during geomagnetically

gelopoulos
et al. [1993]and Zhu [1993]havedemonstrated disturbedconditions. Fairfield[1986]speculatedthat the
low magneticfield meanred near dusk w• a diamagnetic
reductioncausedby the net westwarddrift of energeticions
(the physicMmechanismthat is anMyzedquantitativelyin
our model).

that the quiet-time-averaged,backgroundflowsin the nearEarth plasmasheethave a strongdawn-to-duskcomponent.
The senseof thesecross-fieldflows,carriedin large part by
those ions that contribute significantlyto the energy density of the plasma, are consistent with a cross-tail pressure

Plasmasheetmagneticpressuregradientshavethe proper

gradientof the sort reportedby Liu and Rostoker[1991]. signs and appropriate magnitudesto balance the pl•ma
We proposethat the gradient/curvaturedrift mechanism sheet pl•ma pressuregradients describedby our model.
explains, at least in part, this reported observedpressure Obviously, an inconsistencyof the model is that the field has
asymmetry.
been taken to be uniform in •. We know, for example,that

Having inferred a dawn-to-duskplasmapressuregradi-

the norraM componentof the pl•ma sheet magneticfield
and alsothe flux tube volumevarieswith cross-taillocation,
equilibriumin the presenceof the gradient. In the quasi- owingin part to the differentialdegreeof tail fieldstretching
static approximation(p(Ov/Ot) -• 0) and for slowconvec- near the center of the tail relative to that near the flanks.
tion (p(v :V)v -• 0), the MHD momentumequationbe- This geometriceffectis symmetricabout the noon-midnight
comes
meridian and thus doesnot contributeto dawn-duskasyment, one may ask whether the plasma sheet can maintain
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metrics. On the other hand, the gradient drift effect likely
contributes a sizable dawn-dusk asymmetric component to
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function of cross-tail and down-tail location. For example,
there is predominantly a cold, denseplasma near the dawn

the plasma sheet magnetic field. Consequently,the cross- magnetotail flank for x > -40RE, but a hot plasma near
magnetotailmagneticfield gradientwill contributean earth- dusk for x • -20RE. This feature is illustrated more clearly
ward componentto the ion gradient/curvature
drift and a in Figure 4d which plots contoursof the percentageof the
dependenceof flux tube volume on y. Both of these effects total number density contributed by the deep-tail plasma
will be relatively more important in regionsof larger mag- source.
The mixture of cold and warm plasmasshould be evident
netic field strengthand gradients(i.e., near the inner edge
of the plasmasheetnear midnight),but full analysisis be- in measured plasma sheet phase space distributions. We
yond the scopeof this paper. In addition to magneticpres- note that Eastmanet al. [1985]analyzedplasmameasuresure gradients,other possiblesourcesfor the requiredstress ments obtained by the IMP and ISEE satellites and reported
balanceincludemagneticcurvatureforces(field-aligned
cur- on characteristicsof the magnetotail plasma sheet relevant
to this point. One of the outstandingnew resultsthat they
rents) or time variationsand theseare discussed
later.
reported was that the central plasma sheet often contains
3.œ. PlasmaSheetNumberDensity
both a hot and a cold ion component. The colder, denser
The modeled number densitiesare shown in Figure 4. componentwas consistentlyobservednear the magnetotail
As with plasma pressure,we find that during quiet times flanks; the data examplespresentedto illustrate this feature
the LLBL contributessignificantlyto the near-tail plasma were all from near the dawn flank. Eastmanet al. [1985]
sheet number density and to the dawnside section of the concluded that the cold component resulted from diffusive
magnetotailat intermediatetail distances.While the com- transport of LLBL particles and suggestedthat the magbined number density is relatively uniform across the tail
netotail boundary layer might be the dominant contributor
for x > -25RE, the phase spacedistribution is composed of the central plasma sheet, particularly during periods of
of a cold but densecomponentoriginating from the LLBL geomagneticquiet. Our model resultssupport their latter
and a hot but tenuouscomponentoriginating in the deep suggestion,althoughwe invokea somewhatdifferenttranstail. The admixture of the two componentsvaries both as a port mechanism.
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Fig. 4. Contoursof the numberdensityusingthe sameformat and parametersas in Figure2.
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3.3. Plasma Sheet "Temperature" and Effective Polytropic
Index

The finite tail, dual-source model produces a rather
strange plasma distribution in the near-tail central plasma
sheet. The part of the phase space distribution mapped
from the deep tail lacks particles above a critical energy
while the part mapped from the LLBL lacks particles below another critical energy. The conglomeratedistribution
function in the inner magnetospheremay thereby become

quite non-Maxwellian(in the absence
of anythermalization
process)during periodsof slow convection;the relations
among the moments of the distribution are thus affected.
Strictly speaking, it is not possible to assign a temperature to such a distribution. However, an effective plasma

1.2

1.0-. .... Y =

-6
0.6
Y= o
sheettemperature(or averagethermal energy)can be de0.4 .... Y = •6
0.2
finedby kT = P/n, andthat is plottedin Figure5. As men0.0
tionedabove,the dawntail flank is relativelycool(kT <,,• 2
-60
-50
-40
-30
-20
-10
keV) becausethe dominantsourceis the coldLLBL plasma
x
(R,.)
(kT = 0.7 keV). In contrast,the dusktail flankin the neartail is considerably
hotter (kT _>,,•5 keV) owingprimarily Fig. 6. Curvesof the averageenergy,pressure,and numto adiabatic compressionof the dominant hot tail plasma

0.8 --Y:

ber density of the combined plasma sourcesas a function

(kT = 2.5 keV). Again, we emphasizethat much of the of down-taildistance(x) at variousfixedcross-tail(y) loca-

cross-tailpressuregradient is due to this cross-tailtemper- tions. Even with a simple two-sourcemodel, the constituature gradient, not to cross-tail variations of the number five relationship between derived bulk plasma properties is
density.
complex.
The contributions of the two plasma sources to the
plasma in the inner magnetotail during quiet times may
produce anomalousrelationshipsbetween measuredplasma does the number density. However, the temperature and the
sheet"temperature"(or pressure)andnumberdensity[e.g., number density are positively correlated at large down-tail

distances(-40 to --30RE) but are anticorrelated
insideof
1990] and lead to thermodynamicallyimprobableconstitu- ,,o--30RE. In the central dawn half of the tail at y = --SRE
five relationships.In particular, the relationshipschangeas (dashedcurves),the temperatureand numberdensityare
a function of position within the plasma sheet. This point is anticorrelatedat largedown-taildistances(-40 to -27RE)
illustrated in Figure 6 which showsthe averagethermal en- but are positivelycorrelatedin the inner magnetotail(-25
ergy,pressure,and numberdensityas a functionof down-tail to --15RE). We conclude
that anomalous
polytropicindices
Baumjohann and Paschmann,1989; Huang et al., 1989; Zhu,

distributions
location in the equatorial plane at severaldifferent cross-tail will relate moments of the non-Maxwellian
locations(y = -16,-8, 0, 16RE). Let uscomparethe varia- developthroughout much of the magnetotail.
tions along the x axis at two y = const. planes. Adjacent to

the dawntail flankat y = --16RE (dottedcurves),the pressure increasesmonotonically between -40 and -10RE

as

kT (keV)

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have generalized the finite tail width plasma sheet
convection model to include all cross-tail equatorial loca-

tions and dual plasmasources.During periodsof slowconvection, a deep-tail plasma sourcecannot supply plasma to
the entire plasma sheet; a key additional source of ions is
the dawnsideLLBL. This sourcesuppliesa significantportion of the pressure-carryingions primarily near the inner
edge of the plasma sheet and near the dawnsideflank of the

2O
TAIL+

4.

that

L sourc

10

magnetotailasproposedby Eastmanet al. [1985].
The model predictsseverallarge-scalefeaturesin the bulk
plasmapropertiesfor a slowlyconveeringmagnetotail. Prin-

i.'

-10

cipally in the near magnetotail,the westward(cross-tail)
gradient/curvaturedrift of ionscreatesa duskwardplasma

Fig. 5. Contoursof the plasmathermalenergy(kT = P/n)

pressuregradient. The cross-tail pressuregradient arises
primarily from an increasein the averageplasma thermal
energy from the dawn to the dusk magnetotail flank; the
number density remains relatively uniform.
Although the modelis neither completenor quantitatively
precise,we believe the qualitative effects should be present
and observableat quiet times. We expect the magnitudeof

are shown in the magnetosphericequatorial plane for the
combined deep-tail and LLBL plasma sources.The format
and parametersare the same as thosein Figure 2.

the cross-tailion pressuregradientto be large(i.e., comparableto the earthwardpressure
gradientin thissameregion)
whenthe cross-tailpotentialis near its minimum(15 kV).
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We proposethat the drift-induced pressuregradient is balWhat about the chargeseparationthat arisesfrom the
anced in part by the oppositely directed magnetic pressure fact that electronsand ions drift in oppositedirectionsacross
gradientin the plasmasheetreportedby Fairfield[1986]. the tail? In order to achievecharge-neutrality,field-aligned
The ion pressuregradient may be partially balancedalso currents must flow into the ionosphere. Such currents are
through the effectsof magnetictensionor through a time- likely to be carried by electrons from both the magnetosphereand ionosphere.The convectionsystemis then moddependent convection process.
It is worthwhile to note briefly the effects anticipated ified by the magnetosphere-ionosphere
couplingthroughclowhen the cross-tail electric potential is enhanced. As the sure currents. We have ignored this aspectof the process,

potentialincreases
(i.e., as r increases),
the innermagneto- but it has recentlybeen treated extensivelyelsewhere[Ericksonet al., 1991; Litt and Rostoker,1991]. Ericksonet
tail cross-tailpressuregradientsbecomelesssignificant.In
addition, there is lessmixing of the plasmasfrom the dual al. [1991]suggestthat the field-Migned
currentsestablished
sourcesas the particles follow orbits that are more nearly throughconvectionmap to, and define,the Hardrigdiscontiequaaligned in the Earth-Sun direction. For instance,in Fig- nuity. They arguefurther that in the magnetospheric
ure 2d we showed that at the inner boundary of the model

torial plane the electricfieldsmappingfrom the Hardrigdis-

(• = -10), more(less)than 50%of the particlescontribut- continuity are skewedfrom a uniform cross-tailorientation
ing to the plasma pressureoriginatedfrom the tail source so as to alter the westwardgradient/curvaturedrift effects
previously
by Atkinson
[1984]).Th• Hardrig
for y > 10 (y < 10) for a total cross-tailpotentialdrop of (assuggested
15 kV. As the potentialdrop increases
to 30 kV (60 kV), discontinuity electric field componentpoints approximately
the equivalent demarcation moves from y = 10 to y = -5

sunwardat radial distancesgreater than the location of the

(y = -13). Finally, the inwardplasmapressuregradients convectionreversal(i.e., at relativelyhighermagneticlatibecomelarge as the cross-tailpotential increasesand could tudes)and antisunward
insidethe reversaldistance.As a
well lead to the pressurebalance inconsistencythat Erick-

result, at larger distancesthe skewedelectricfield causesan

son and Wol• [1980]proposedas a trigger of large-scale, E x B ion drift in the dusk-to-dawn direction, thereby countime-dependentreconfigurationsof the magnetic field and teractingthe dawn-to-dusk
gradient/curvature
drift. Thereplasma. Most of the pressureincreasefor large cross-tail
potential is due to the deep-tail plasma sourcerather than

the LLBL plasmasource.We find (seealsoKS88) that for

fore self-consistentinclusion of magnetosphere-ionosphere

couplingreduces(enhances)
the magnitudeof the cross-tail
pressuregradientantisunward(sunward)of the reversalin

rT(Yf = 0) > 5 (or equivalently,
withourassumed
plasma the meridionalmagnetosphericelectricfield. The degreeto
parameters,a total cross-tailpotentialgreaterthan 25 kV),
the pressure-balanceinconsistencydevelops. Therefore the
conclusionsreached above are limited to those geomagnetically quiet periods characterized by sufficiently slow and
steady magnetosphericconvection.
Several deficiencies of the model must be stressed.

The

role of electronshas been neglected. This means that we
have not dealt with electron contributions to the plasma

pressure and we have ignored problems of maintaining
chargeneutrality. Let us considerthe ways in which these

which ionosphericcoupling is important to modifying the
results of our analysis, rests largely on the magnitude of
the Hardrigdiscontinuityelectricfield and the detailsof the
mapping of the ionosphericelectric field to the magnetosphericequatorial plane. Further observationalwork is required to provide this information.
Finally, we reiterate that our model is time-independent
and therefore applicableonly for periodsof very slow bulk

plasmasheetconvection
(r <,,• 5). We recognize
that more

matters will affect our results. Clearly, electrons drift from

rapid convectionrequirestime-dependentresolutionsto the
pressure-balance
inconsistency,as was describedoriginally

dusk to dawn (eastward)acrossthe magnetotail. Titus

by Ericksonand Wol• [1980]. We alsopoint out that our

a dusk-to-dawn electron pressuregradient acrossthe tail
shouldexist. As the electronenergydensity is small relative

model is valid only for descriptionsof the average, largescalemagnetotailconvectionsystem. Both Baumjohannet

to the ion energydensity(on average• 1/t7),the net cross- al. [1989]and Angelopottlos
et al. [1992,1993]haveshown
tail plasma pressureis dominated by the ions. However, an
additional effect virtually removesthe electron contribution
to cross-tailpressuregradientsin our model. Recall that the
gradient is a function of r, a parameter that must be < 10
for finit• width effects to be important. As sourceelectrons
are much cooler than sourceions, the value of r for electrons

that even during magneticallyquiet periods, large, bursty
flowsare superimposedon the overallbackgroundflow in the

centralplasma.Theselargemagnitude,and possiblylocal,
transient flows may even constitute a large fraction of the
bulk transport processand thereforemay negatethe quasistatic approximation as an average description. However,

is ,,• 7 timesgreaterthan for ions(i.e., r • 20 evenat quiet recent studies of ion flows in the quiet time inner plasma
times)meaningthat for electronsthe finitewidth tail effects sheet[Angelopottlos
et al., 1993]showthat whenthe bursty,
bulk flows are excised from the ISEE and IRM plasma flow

are truly unimportant.

Another interestingconsequence
of the differencebetween
ion and electron

convection

is that in the absence of other

data sets,the time-averagedbackgroundflow approximates
the flow found in our model.

While

considerable

flow vari-

ability is undoubtedlyan important elementof plasmasheet
convection,even during quiet times, the type of global flow
pattern that we havediscussedappearsto describethe timeal. [1989]reportthat 80%of the temperatureratiosin their averagedmomentsof the plasma.
The convectionmodel describedin this paper emphasizes
study of the plasma sheet plasma fell in the range of 5.5 <
Ti/Te < 11. However,their data were not sortedby cross- processesthat are not modeledby ideM MHD which may
tail location. It is possiblethat the factor of 2 variations thereforebe inapplicablefor someaspectsof the slowly condrift of
that they found can be attributed to a y-directed gradient, veeringmagnetotail.While the gradient]curvature
ions, central to the finite tail width mechanism, may be
but this speculation has not been tested.
processes,
the ion temperaturegradientsaloneimply a crosstail variation in the electron to ion temperature ratio. We
do not know if such an effect is observed. Baumjohann et
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represented as heat and mass fluxes in an MHD formulation, non-Maxwellian velocity phase space distributions

Goertz, C. K., and W. Baumjohann, On the thermodynamics of
the plasma sheet, J. Geophys. Res., 96, 20,991, 1991.
Hau, L.-N., R. A. Woff, G.-H. Voigt, and C. C. Wu, Steady-

are not generallyacc.qunte•
for within magnetohydrody- statemagnetic'field
configurations
for the earth'smagnetotail,
namicplasmadescrip':qns
As we l{averemarked,the nonJ. Geophys. Res., 9,i, 1303, 1989.

Maxwellfan
distribut[q•.•
• maybe quiteimportant
fordescribing
magnetot•il!•l:•ma
sheet
convection.
Therefore
we

Huang, C. Y., C. K. Goertz, L. A. Frank, and G. Rostoker, Observational determination of the adiabatic index in the quiet
time plasma sheet, Geophys. Res. Left., ! 6, 563, 1989.
have emphasizedthe importance of the phasespacedensity,
Kan, J. R., and W. Baumjohann, Isotropized magnetic-moment
rather than the bulk moments of the distribution
function
equation of state for the central plasma sheet, Geophys. Res.
which may mask important physicalinformation pertaining
Left., !7, 271, 1990.
to magnetot•il particle transport. It is clear that future con- Kan, J. R., W. Sun, and W. Baumjohann, A hybrid equation of
state for the quasi-static central plasma sheet, Geophys. Res.
vection models should consider not only the kinetic effects
Left., !9, 421, 1992.
arisingfrom a finite energyplasmabut alsoother associated
Kivelson, M. G., Magnetosphericelectric fields and their variation
modifications of a strictly MHD treatment.
with geomagneticactivity, Rev. Geophys. SpacePhys., I6, 189,
1976.
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